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A Wireless Network for Wide-Band Indoor
Communications
Abstract-We propose and analyze a wide-band indoor communireconnectivity would follow any such rearrangement. Fication system that uses radio as the transmission medium either on a
nally, the radio link could serve as a universal interface,
stand-alone basis or to supplement a hard-wired network for those sitavoidingtheproblem
of special purpose terminating
uations where complete portability is desired. One
principal impairequipment
for
each
type
of data andtelephonedevice
ment to such a systemis intersymbol interference caused
by frequencybrought on-line.
selective fading. A novel media-access scheme is proposed which permits the use of resource sharing, wherein a small pool of time slots is
Indoor radio communication is not without its probeffectively shared among all users to provide added protection against lems, however. Buildings in general, and office buildings
channel impairments on an as-needed basis. Our results showthat the
in particular, present a harsh environment for high-speed
use of resourcesharinganddiversityprovideexcellentprotection
.
radio transmission because of numerous reflections from
against intersymbol interference caused by frequency-selective fading
walls, furniture, and evenpeople; the link between a given
with negligible impact on throughput. Furthermore, resource sharing
plus diversity can permit significantly higher data rates without large
pair of transmitters and receivers is thereby corrupted by
.10 Mbit/s
queueing delays. For example, a wireless network with a
severe multipath distortion arising from the random sudata rate in a 10 MHz bandwidth using four antennas at the base staperimposition
of all reflected rays, and by shadow fading
BER in buildings
tionhasalessthanoutageprobabilityata
caused
by
the
absence of line-of-sight paths. At low data
with less than 58 ns rms delay spread. A loading of 75 percent is perrates, the effects of multipath can be characterized by Ramitted for a queueing delay of less than 20 packet transmission times
all but 0.01 percent of the time.
leigh fading; at higher rates, the channel alsoexhibits dis-

persion over the communication band. Shadow fading is
spectrally flat and characterized by a log-normal distribution. All effects vary dynamically with time as the environment slowly changes. Rayleighfading produces wide
variation in the levels of signals arriving at a particular
receiver from different transmitters, thereby precluding the
use of standard techniques for multiple access of theradio
high-speed backbones needed for private branch ex- channel [3]. Dispersion within the channel produces sechanges and local area networks. These, in turn, offer the rious intersymbol interference, thereby limiting the maximum data rate of the channel and causing a fraction of
user a vast array of enhanced voice and data services.
users
to experience an unacceptably high bit error rate; a
In this paper, we propose a wide-band indoor system
link
experiencing
such conditions is said to have suffered
that uses radio as a transmission medium, either as a supan
outage
and
is
temporarily
unavailable.
plement to a wired network or on astand-alone basis. As
It
is
a
goal
of
our
proposed
systemto provide arbitrarily
we show, radio offers not only complete physical portahigh
link
availability,
approaching
that of a hard-wired
bility, but logical portability as well. The users of such a
connection.
The
system
affords
aggregate
capacity in the
wireless network could enjoy complete freedom from exrange
of
several
Mbits/s,
to
be
allocated,
upon
demand,
isting building wiring and cross-connect constraints; ofamong
the
various
users.
Each
user
may
dynamically
fice rearrangements and physical moves would be handled
with minimal disruption of work; remote building loca- communicate at a peak rate less than or equalto the chantions could readily be served without the need for addi- nel capacity.
Functionally, the system topology is that of a star, the
tional high-speedwiring;equipmentwhichotherwise
central
node of which is equipped with diversity transwould require unique wiring could readily be brought onmitters
and
receivers to offset the effects of multipath [4].
line; and temporary service could be provided, for
exThe
star
topology
is compatible with similarly configured
ample, to a task force operating in short-term quarters.
wired
systems
employing
acentral node with remote conAlso, there would be no need to inform the system adcentrators
[
5
]
.
Each
user
is
provided with a simple nonministrator or change the physical port or location idendiversity
radio
set,
and
accesses
the radio channel via a
tifier in software whenever arrangements occur; instant
modified polling scheme which is immune to widely varying signal strength;asaby-product,themedia-access
Manuscript received June 15, 1986; revised February
5 , 1987.
scheme accommodates both continuous and
bursty data
The authors are with AT&T Bell Laboratories Holmdel, NJ 07733.
traffic, thereby supporting integrated digital voice-data
IEEE Log Number 8714184.
I.INTRODUCTION
IDE-BAND communications within a building has
emerged as adominant characteristic of the modem
office environment [l], [2]. Shieldedandunshielded
twisted pair copper wiring, coaxial cable, and lightguide
arebeingused in varyingcombinations to providethe
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service. The polling .scheme admits resource sharing [ 6 ] ,
[7], an adaptive coding technique which
affords very high
bandwidthwith arbitrarily high availability by dynamically adjusting the data rate to the prevalent link conditions.
system and disIn Section 11, we describe the proposed
REMOTE
cuss the modified polling scheme. The effects of dispersion with regard to frequency-selective fading are studied
in Section 111 which also contains a complete description
of the resource-sharing scheme. Typical results show that
the use of resource sharing can reduce the number of diversity elements by a factor of two while maintaining the
same outage probability, improve the throughput by an
order of magnitude for low-order diversity,or achieve arbitrarily high availabiliiy withminimalimpactupon
throughput. In Section IV, we consider thesystem
queueing delay and show that an average load of 75 percent can be maintained with a mean delay of less than 20
packets, all but 0.01 percent of the time. In Section V,
we briefly consider the effects of thermal noise with regard to frequency-selective and shadow fading. We apply
these results in Section VI to demonstrate the feasibility
of a 10 Mbit/s system in most buildings (rms delay spread
less than 58 ns). Finally, a summary and conclusions are
presented in Section VII.
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REMOTE
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CONCENTRATOR

USERS

USERS

Fig. 1. Architecture of a hard-wired network.

full duplex operation, with separate bands used to transmit to and receive from the radio base station). This radio
channel operates at the same rate as the node's contention
bus and each of the high-speed links. With anappropriate
access protocol, the radio channel may be shared among
all radio users and appear, to the node, as a virtual concentrator. Fixed-length packets arriving over this link
11. SYSTEMDESCRIPTION
contend forthe nodal bus alongwith packets arriving from
We begin with a brief description of a hard-wired netthe high-speedwired links; packets arriving from the
work, based upon a star
topology, and show how radio
wired links may be rerouted to the radio link, and vicemay be conveniently introduced into such an architecture.
versa, according to their destination address. As before,
A block diagram of the hard-wired network is shown in
traffic arising from any concentrator (real or virtual), and
Fig. 1 . Key components are the central node, call procesdestined for the same concentrator, must be routedthrough
sor, and remote concentrators. Devices attach to the netthe node.
work via terminal interface wires (in this context, termiIn Fig. 2(b), we show a number of radio base stations,
nal is used generically to meana data device, printer,
each of which establishes a link from its respective remote
personal computer, host computer, telephone, etc.). Conconcentrator to a subset of radio users. Although multiple
tinuous or bursty traffic arriving at a concentrator via inlinks are established, these links time-share a single radio
terface lines are formed, at the concentrator, into fixedchannel, that is, at any moment, only one radio user out
length packets for time-multiplexed high-speed transmisof all users may access the radio channel. We note that
sion to the central node; each such packet contains a logthere is no need to provide an aggregate data rate over all
ical channel number which allows the nodeto reroute the
radio links in excess of the transmission speed of the cenpacket to its target concentrator. The central node contral node since all packets must be routed through the
tains a contention bus, operating at the speed of each highnode. This observation leads to the conclusion that it is
speed link, to accomplish this rerouting. All traffic, inpointless to reuse the radio channel among user subsets,
cluding that arising at a particular concentrator and desas this increased capacity could not be used. Thus, by
tined for that same concentrator, is routed through the
sharing a single channel operating at the speedof the node
central node. The receiving concentrator demultiplexes all
(among all radio users), each user can potentially access
arriving packets for distribution to the appropriate interthe full system bandwidth, and interference among clusface port. Logical channel numbers are assigned for the
ters caused by simultaneous use of the channel by users
entire network at the time a session is established by the
in different clusters is avoided. From the perspective of
call processor. Additional operational details appear in
the central node, the radio link established from each con[51.
centrator to its clusters of radio users appears as another
Radio links may be introduced via either orboth means
wired port on the concentrator. Henceforth, with no loss
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), we note that the high-speed
of generality, we shall consider the radio links only.' Each
links to the central node have been augmented by the appearance of a radio base station which provides a high- base station employs multiple antennas (diversity) to prospeed channel to collect traffic from radio users located
'Note thatthebandwidths of the systems in Fig. 2(a) and(b)arethe
throughout the building (henceforth, a channelwill imply same, and, thus, the results in this paper apply to both systems.
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Fig. 2. Radio supplement to a hard-wired network.

tect against multipath fading; each remote radio unit is
equipped with a single antenna only. Later,we show how
a combination of limited diversity at the base station and
resource sharing may be used to provide arbitrarily high
availability.
We now address the issue of accessing the radio channel. The media-access scheme should handle any combination of bursty and continuous traffic with a fair distribution of resources among all users. No direct
communication is permitted among users, since users may
communicate only with the
concentrators (we note that
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commonmedia-accessschemes,sdch
ascarrier sense
multiple access, are inappropriate in the radio environment because free-space path loss and multipath fading
result in too large a variation of signal strength to ensure
that all channel usage can be detected). To keep the remote units inexpensive, sophisticated timing requirements should be avoided. Finally, because
of problems
with delay spread, we want the throughput of the system
notto
be significantly reduced by themedia-access
scheme, and separate receive and transmit channels must
be provided to allow full duplex operation.
In this regard, we propose use of a modified
polling
technique with the base station controlling the transmit
token. The approach is applicable to both configurations
appearing in Fig. 2. For the configuration of Fig. 2(b),
polling is performed by a controller situated at the node,
with the radio interface units located at the concentrators
slaved to this controller such that, at any point in time,
only one is allowed to transmit the token to its community
of users (remember that the entire collection of remote
radio users time share a single radio channel without frequency reuse).
Theproposed polling technique is shownin Fig. 3.
Time is divided into a sequence of fixed-length intervals
called frames, as shown in Fig. 3(a). At the start of each
frame appears a polling interval, followed by multiple intervals for transmission of continuous (e.g., voice) and
bursty traffic packets. The length of the continuous traffic
interval depends on the amount of continuous traffic. This
traffic is transmitted periodically (at least 'once per frame)
with the time interval between continuous traffic intervals
used for bursty traffic. Transmission of one fixed-length
packetpercontinuous
traffic interval constitutes some
standard grade service (e.g., 64 kbits/s). Continuous
traffic users may request multiples of this basic rate by
accessing multiple time slots per continuous traffic interval.The polling detailsappear in Figure3(b),which
shows transmissions from and to the base station.The following steps are involved.
1) Through the radio interface located at the concentrators, the controller at the node polls each user sequentially ( subpackets P 1-PN ).
2 ) When polled, each user responds whether
it has continuous traffic (e.g., voice) or bursty traffic (data) and, if
bursty traffic, the number of blocks of data (using subpackets R 1 -RN ).
3) The controller then sends a signal
( i.e., transmit token TS,-TS,) to each continuous traffic user in turn to
send one fixed-length packet V,-V, (a preset number of
data symbols ) .
4) The controllerthen sends a signal (i.e., transmit token) to each bursty traffic user in turn to send their first
data block (packets D K - D L ) ,then the second data block,
etc .
5 ) During 'steps 3) and 4), while the users are transmitting to the concentrators, the controller, through the
radio interface at the concentrators, is transmitting data to
the users.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of media-access scheme using polling.

6) When it is time again for the continuous traffic to
transmit go to step 3).
7) When it is time again forpolling (i.e., end of frame)
go to step 1).
We note that this technique meets the specifications as
described above. First, the technique handles continuous
traffic (i.e., periodic data or voice)'withpriority. Second,
the system has the same maximum data rate for each user
(i.e., a fair distribution of resources), which depends on
the system loading. Third, there are no' timing requirements at the remotes. Fourth, the throughput on the channel is not significantly reduced by this technique because
the polling has a low duty cycle. Thisis mainly due to the
short propagation delay between the concentrators and the
remotes (up to a 10 data symbol delay for a 500 ft range
at 10 Mbits/s). Finally, the system has duplex operation.

spread) as low as possible so that the wireless system is
almost as reliable as awiredsystem. In [4]anoutage
wasconsideredand
probability of low4ata BERof
is also considered here.
Onemethodfor
increasing themaximum data rate
within buildings is the useof antenna diversity,i.e., multiple transmit and/or receive antennas [SI-[ l l]. One practical antenna-diversity technique is maximal-ratiocomsignals received by multiple
bining [SI wherebythe
antennas are weighted and combinedto maximize the signal-to-thermal-noise ratio at the receiver output. By maximizing the signal-to-thermal-noise ratio,maximal-ratio
combining also increases the signal-to-intersymbol-interference (due to dispersion) power ratio at the receiver output [ 111. Therefore, maximal-ratio combining increases
the maximum data rate for a given building or, alternatively, for a given data rate, substantially decreases the
111. DISPERSION
AND RESOURCE
SHARING
outage probability. Other techniques for increasing the
In this section we begin our performanceanalysis of the maximum data rate include the use of quadrature phasesystem described in Section I1 by considering the effects shift keying(QPSK) as opposed to binary phase-shift
of dispersion due to multipath and by introducing the use keying (BPSK) [4], [ l l ] ! Forexample,foraoutage
of resource sharing and diversity. In a multipath environ- probability at BER,
a system
a with
four-branch
ment, paths of different lengths cause delay spread at the maximal-ratio combining andQPSK has almost 150 times
receiver. The delay spread,i.e.,the dispersion orfrethe maximum data rate of a BPSK system without diver. quency-selective fading in the channel,produces inter- sity with a spectral efficiency of 1 bit / s /Hz [4].
symbol interference which limits the maximum data rate
Systemswith multiple users in the samebandwidth,
in agiven building. Thisproblem was analyzed in [4] such as the system described in Section 11, can use rewhere it was shown that the maximum data rate for a given source sharing [63, [7] in addition to the above techniques
building depends primarily on the rms delay spread and
to increase the maximum data rate and/or decrease the
not the delay spread function. Thus, within the coverage outage probability. With resource sharing, users normally
area, there is some probability that the received signal bit transmit at some high rate R , . When channel conditions
error rate (BER) for each user is greater than therequired between the base station and a particular user no longer
value; we call this the outage probability. Of course, if a permit operation at this high rate, the rate is lowered to
remote does not work in.one location, the user can move some value R2 such that the BER objective can be mainthe terminal or antenna. However, the delay spread may tained. Although it takes longer to complete transmission
vary slowly with time as people and objects movewithin at this lowerrate,thenumber
of users simultaneously
the building (see [4] for further discussion). Therefore, it slowed down is usually a small fraction of the total popis desirable to keep the outage probability (due to delay ulation, and the overall throughput remains high (a small
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pooled resource can protect a large community). Unlike
the resource sharing treatments of 161, [7], we do not consider the use of coding during the fade events because the
channel is dispersive.
With resource sharing, the probability of a user transmitting at rate R2 is the outage probability for rate R1,
Po,, 1 and the probability of a usertransmitting at rate R ,
+
is 1 - ,Po,, I Thus, the average symbol duration is Po,, I
I?
1/ R 2
( 1 - Po,, I . 1/ R l , and the throughput (the
inverse of the symbol duration) RT averaged over all the
users (faded and nonfaded) is given by

,,

+

,

,.

RT

Rl

=

(1 -

P o , , 11)

R1
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P ~ ~ = I O - ~
BER=10-4
QPSK

a51
2-PATH
MAXIMAL RATIO

1

(r

.Ol

(1)

+ - p o u t 11
R2

Also, note that with this system, the outage probability
Po,, is that for rate R2 (P,,, 12).
Implementation of resource sharing with two transmission rates requires modification of the media-access techniquedescribedin
Section 11. With resource sharing,
transmission would normally be at the higher rate. If errors are detected at the higher rate via standard error detection techniques, the receiver can request retransmission of the last block (and further blocks) of data at the
lower rate. Periodically, the transmitter, can retry transmission at the higher rate. The frequency of retries depends on the dynamics of the delay spreadin the channel.
Unfortunately, published data onthedynamics
of the
channel are not currently available, although experimental results indicate that the channel varies very slowly with
time [ 121. Therefore, requests for lower rate transmission
and retries at the higher rate need only occur infrequently,
and (1) is a good approxiInation to the throughput of the
system.
Fig. 4 shows the throughputversus R 1 ,both normalized
to the rms delay spread 70, with resource-sharing for an
at
a BER of
with
coherent
outage probability of
detection of QPSK with cosine-rolloff signal spectrum
with 1 bit /Hz / s efficiency (CY= 1 ). Results are shown
for a two-path delay spread function (see, [4]) with maximal ratio combining with M ( = 1, 2, 4,and 8 ) antennas
using R I and R2 as calculated from [4]. That is, for given
M ,P,,, . and BER, the maximum nolmalizeddata rate 7&
was determined, and, for given T ~ R M
, , , and BER, Po,, 1
was calculated using [4]. From these values for R i , R2,
and P,,,,
1 the throughput was calculated using (1). Fig.
4 shows that, for each value of M , as RI increases, the
throughput at first increases, reaches a maximum andthen
decreases. Thus, for each value of M there is a well-defined optimum rate R I which maximizes the throughput.
Table I lists the probability of transmission at the lower
rate and the ratio of the higher to lower rate at maximum
throughput for the curves of Fig. 4. As M increases, the
probability of transmission at the lower rate increases and
the ratio of rates decreases. The factor R 1/ R 2 . P,,, I I is
at a minimum with 4 antennas, where it is less than 10
percent.

,001
,001

1

.sn

1.

TO R 1

Fig. 4. The throughput versus A, (both nokalized to ihe invbrse of the
r m s delayspread)withresourcesharing
for maximalratiocombining
with 1 , 2, 4, and 8 antennas.

TABLE I

1,

PROBABILITY OF TRANSMISSION
AT THE LOWERRATE AND THE RATIO OF THE
HIGHERTO LOWER RATEAT MAXIMUM
THROUGHPUT WITH RESOURCE
SHARING
(FOR THE CURVES
OF FIG.4)

I1

M

Poet

1

0.035

16.0

2

0.050

3.2

4

0.071

1.4

8

0.22

1.3

,Fig. 5 showsthemaximumthroughput
A&,ax (normalized to 1/ T ~ versus
)
M with resource sharing. Results
areshownforanoutage
probability of
at a BER of
with coherent detection QPSK with cx = 1 and maximal-ratio combining. The range in .maximum throughput
with four different delay .spread functions (2-path, Gaussian, uniform, and one-sided exponential) as
studied in [4]
is shown, i.e., upper and lower bounds for these four delay spread functions areshown. Results with resource
sharing .are compared to results-withoutresource sharing.
This figure shows that resource sharing increases the
throughput by an order of. magnitude with no diversity,
with decreasing improvement as the number of antennas
increases. For example, with 4 antennas the maximum
throughput is doubled by resource sharing.
Alternatively, we can consider the effect of resource
sharing on the outage probability. Fig. 6 shows the outage
probability ( P o u t )versus themaximumthroughput nor~
and without resource sharing. Remalized to 1/ T with
sults are shown for a lop4BER with coherent detection

imum loading which reduces the maximum throughput
for
the system with delay spread below that presented in SecPPSK
tion 111.
a -1
MAXIMALRATIO
Unlike delay spread, which can deny
users access to the
channel for longperiods of time, the media-access scheme
delays access for very short periods. However, if the delays are long enough, they can become noticeable to the
data user and result in a loss of bits for the continuous
traffic (voice) user. Therefore, we want to keep the probability of unacceptable delay for each block of data as
small as possible. In our analysis, we present results for
system
a
with a
probability of queueing
a
delay
greater than 20 blocks of data, although the formulas are
general.
Of primary concern in the queueing analysis is the use
I
I
I
I
,0011
of resource sharing. With resource sharing, some blocks
2
4
6
8
M
of data have longertransmission times than others. Therefore,although resource sharing increases the maximum
Fig. 5 . The maximum throughput (normalized to1 / 7 0 ) versus M with and
without resource sharing.
throughputwithout considering delay, it increases the
queueing delay for a given loading and thereby decreases
the maximum loading for a given delay. Below, we exBER = 1 0 - ~
amine the queueingdelay with and withoutresource shar3PSK
a=1
ing and determine the increase in maximum throughput
2 - PATH
MAXIMALRATIO
with resource sharing when delay is considered.
- WITH
RESOURCE
We now determine the probability that the queueing deSHARING
WITHOUT
lay
is greater than a given value (i.e., the complementary
RESOURCE
SHARING
probability distribution of the delay) for the system with
resource sharing. Note that the same formulas canalso be
used to study thesystemwithout resource sharing. To
analyze the system, we make the following approximations. We assumethat there are aninfinite number of users
in the system and consider data (bursty traffic) users only.2
Packets (blocks of data) of N symbols arrive into the system with a Poisson distribution at rate X, and are transmitted in the order they arrive into the system (first in,
first out). The transmission times for packets are N / R 1
1
.001
.o1
1
and
N / R2 with probability 1 - Po,, I and Po,, 1 1 , respecT O R T 1 mox
tively. Such a system can be analyzed
as an M / G / 1
Fig. 6. Theoutageprobabilityversusthroughput(normalizedto
1/ T ~ )
queue.
Although
the
standard
result
for
the
queue length
with and without resource sharing.
of an M / G / 1 queue is in the form of a probability generating function,oursystem
is a special case ofan
of QPSK with CY = 1 for a two-path delay spread function M / G / 1 queue for which reasonable explicit results are
with maximal-ratio combining with 1 , 2, 4, and 8 anten- available [ 13, ex. 5.21. The complementary probability
nas. This figure shows that foraoutage
probability distribution of the delay3 can be expressedas the sum over
a system with resource sharing requires half the antennas n of the complementary probability distribution of the deof asystemwithout
resource sharing (for the same lay for the nth packet in the queue, times the probability
throughput). Note also that for M = 4 and 8 with resource of n packets in the queue, i.e.,
sharing the outage probability dramatically decreases with
throughput. Thus, this figure suggests that with resource PDEL(w/P, PoutI1, ~ 1 / ~ 2 )
OD
sharing and four or more antennas the outage probability
= n = l P n ( w / P , PoutIl, R ~ / R ~ ) P ~poutI1,
(P, ~ 1 / ~ 2
can be reduced to an arbitrarily small value with a negligible decrease in throughput.
(2)
= 10.~
BER = 1 0 ' ~

poUT

IV. QUEUEINGDELAY
We now consider the delay caused by our media-access
technique. Thequeueing delay in the system increases
with the system loading, and, therefore, for given maximum delay specifications, there is a corresponding max-

'Sincethecontinuoustraffic
does notexperiencequeueing delay, the
system can operateat up to full loading with continuous traffic. Thus, with
a mixture of continuous and bursty traffic, the throughput will be somewhat
higher than that shown in this section.
3The delay is the time from when the packet arrives in the system until
it is received, i.e., the time the packet waitsfor transmission plusthe transmission time.

)
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where w is the delay normalized tothe transmission time
for a packet at rate R l ( N / R I ), p is the loading given by
p = XN/R,

I

Po"rll=.07
R 1 / R 2 = 1.4

RESOURCE
SHARING
---WITHOUT
RESOURCE
SHARING

(3)
lo-'

plementary probability distribution of the delay) for the
nth packet in the queue, and pn is the probability of n
packets in the queue.
From [ 13, ex. 5.21,

P ~ ( P ,p o u r ( 1 , ~ 1 / R 2 ) ( 1 - P)dn

1987

-WITH

Pnis the probability that the delay is greater than w (com-

.-
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Fig. 7. Thecomplementaryprobabilitydistribution of the delay(normalized to N / R , ) both with and without resource sharing for the values of
Po,,1 I and R,/ R 2 for M = 4 (from Table I) with various system loadings.

p -L
1 i = l
,

b, =

c,:

.

.

,

C$

(7)

"

-

,,

j=2,

!

,'

ci = ( 1 - P o u r I l ) e - P @+ Pout(1 e-R'IR2P (R1/R2
p)i ( 8 )

where PRz and PRI
the
are
probabilities thatpacket
the
is
being transmitted at rate R2 and R1, respectively,
areand
given .by

'

and

p

P

XN/RI =

(9)
( 1 + (RIIR, - ~ ~ ~ o u r l l j
With n packets in the
queue
there
are
n - 1 packets
waiting to be transmitted while one packet is being 'transmitted. Therefore, the complementary probability distribution of the delay for thenth packet in the queue is given
by
=

and

'

n- 1

Pn(w)=

c Ai(Pl(W - B i ) )

i=O

(10)

where Ai is the probability of i packets in the queue waiting to be transmitted at rate R2 (out of n - 1 packets),
1.e. ,

I

Rl /R2 pout 11

.

p R ~=

(15)
1 + ( W R 2 - 1)Pour(1'
Thus, the complementary probability distribution of the
delay for a system with resource sharing can be calculated
from (2)-(15). For a system without resource sharing, the
complementary probability distribution of the' delay can
also be calculated from (2)-( 15) with Po,, I = 0 and/or
R, / R2 = 1. For numerical evaluation of (2)-( 15), note
that (2) contains an infinite sum. However, since
m

n= 1

pn(P,

(16)

p o u r ( 1 , ~ 1 / ~ 2=) P

and

Bi is the transmission time for the n - 1 packets, i of
which
are transmitted at rate R2, i.e.,
for
all

Bi = n

-

1

+ i ( R l / R 2 - 1)

(12)

and P I (w ) is the complementary probability distribution
of the delay for the one packet being transmitted. It can
be shown that

P n ( w / P , Pour113

~ 1 / ~ 2I
) 1

n , the error in the distribution for
a
tion (to N ) in (2) is bounded by

(17)
finite summa-

m

n=N+l

pn(w/p7

P ~ ( P PourII,
,
~

poutII, ~ 1 / ~ 2 )

1 / ~ 2 )

N

W S O

1 - w(PRI + P R 2 / ( R I / R 2 ) ) 0 C w 5 1

In ournumericalevaluation,
we summedthe right-hand
error was less than one percent of the

> R,/R2

Fig. 7 shows the effect of resource sharing on the delay
distribution with Pout1 and Rl / R2 chosen from the M =
4 results of Table I. The complementary probability dis-

w

( 13)
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-PATH
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TABLE I1
PROBABILITY
OF TRANSMISSION
AT THE LOWERRATE RATIOOF HIGHER
TO
LOWERRATEAND SYSTEM LOADING
AT MAXIMUM
THROUGHPUT
WITH
RESOURCE
SHARING
AND DELAY
REQUIREMENTS (FOR THE CURVES OF
F I G . 8)
__
-

I

I

~

RIIR,

c
m

c”

0.005
.01

0.022
0.071
.OO’
,001

I

0.22

I
TOR1

Fig. 8 . The throughput versus R , (both normalized to 1 /T,,) with resource
of a20-packet
sharingconsideringloading for less than aprobability
transmission time ( 2 0 N / R , ) delay for maximal ratio combining with
1 , 2 , 4, and 8 antennas.

1

I

I

P

-

6.3

0.72

2.8

0.73

1.4

0.77

1.3

0.74

I

I P,,,,
pour
BER = 1 0 ‘ ~

OPSK

a = *
MAXIMAL RATIO
P,,,Iw=~o)sIo-~

tribution of the delay is plotted for loadings of 0.1, 0.5,
0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. The increasein delay with resource
1
sharing is only about four percent, i.e., resource sharing
has a negligible effect on the delay. Note also that for a
c
lop4 probability of a delay greater than 20-packet transmission times at rate R,(20 N/R,) thesystemloading
.O’
must be slightly less than 0.8 both with and without resource sharing.
The effect of a delay requirement on the throughput is
shown in Fig. 8. The throughput is plotted versus R , (both
normalized to 1/ 7 0 ) with resource sharing considering the
,001 L
I
I
I
I
1
2
4
6
8
system loading forless than a
probability of a 20
M
N / R 1 delay for maximal-ratio combining with 1 , 2, 4,
Fig.
9.
The
maximum
throughput
(normalizedto 1 / T ~ versus
)
M with and
and 8 antennas. The figure shows that resource sharing
withoutresourcesharingconsideringloading
for less than aprobincreasesthethroughputevenwith
delay requirements
ability of a 20 N / R , delay.
imposed. Comparing Fig. 8 to Fig. 4 (without delay requirements) we see that with the delay requirement, the
increase in throughput with resource sharing is reduced nas, the increase is unchanged;delay requirements reduce
slightly with 1 or 2 antennas, but is about the same for 4 the maximum throughput by about 25 percent (i.e., the
or more antennas. Note that the shape of the curves in system loading is 75 percent) both with and without reFig. 8 is the sameas in Fig. 4, i.e., there is a well-defined source sharing.
maximum throughput for each value of M .
V. THERMAL
NOISE
Table I1 lists Po,, I R1/ R2, andp at maximum throughIn addition to dispersiondue tofrequency-selective fadput with resource sharing and delay requirements. Comparing Table I1 to Table I (without delay requirements) ing, another principal impairment to wideband indoor rawe see that with delay requirements, for 1 or 2 antennas dio communication systems isreceived signal power varithe higher rate ( R1) and thereforePo,, I I are lowerat max- ation caused by frequency-selective and shadow fading.
by multipath with
imum throughput, but for 4 or more antennas, R 1 is un- Frequency-selectivefadingiscaused
changed. In allcases,thesystemloadingat
maximum paths of different lengths, while shadow fading is caused
by blockageandattenuation by walls,doors,etc.Frethroughput is about 75 percent.
Fig. 9 shows the maximum throughput (normalized to quency-selective and shadow fading each contributevariations in signal level that are location-dependent and, for
1 /70) versus M with and without resource sharing considering system loading for less than
a lop4 probability movement within a building, time-dependent. Thus, from
of a.20 N / R, delay. Comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 5 (without these causes, there will be a range of probabilities at redelay requirements), we again see that for 1 or 2 antennas mote locations from the base station (or concentrator) that
the increase in throughput with resource sharing is smaller the signal-to-noise ratio will be below that required for
with delay requirements. However, with 4 or more anten- specified BER (the“outageprobability”).Primarily,
IL
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shadowing increases the incidence of such outages with
increasing distance, thus delimiting the coverage area in
a givensystem. On the other hand, dispersion and the
consequent intersymbol interference affects all receivers
in the coverage area, and so may be the outage determinant well within the coverage area.
We note here that the techniques discussed in this paper, antenna diversity and resource sharing, can also be
used to decrease the signal variations fromthese two
causes, and expand the coverage area (for the same system gain). Detailed calculation of these effectswill be
presented in a forthcoming paper.

SYSTEM
VI. EXAMPLE
We now present a specific example of a wireless network that operates at a rate’of 10 Mbits/s. We consider a
10 MHz bandwidth channel for each transmission direction (20 .MHz total bandwidth). The system specifications call for a lop4outage probability from intersymbol
interference(duetodelayspread)at
a lop4 BER (uncoded)
and
a
probability of a queueing delay of
greater than 20 packet transmission times.
Fromthe previous analysis [4],such a system with
BPSK modulation and no diversity could operate within
specifications in buildings that had rms delay spreads less
than 0.23 n ~Such
. ~an rms delay spread is too low to be
practical. However with QPSK and four-branch maximalratio combining the system could operate in buildings that
had rms delay spreads up to 32 ns. In addition, with resource sharing themaximum m s delay spread is increased to 58 ns.’ With resource sharing 7.1 percent of
the users transmit at 7.2 Mbits/s while the rest transmit
at 10 Mbits/s. With the media-access scheme of Section
11, the system could operate within the queueing delay
specifications up to a loading of 77 percent (7.5 Mbits/s).
VII. SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed and analyzed a wideband indoor communication system that uses radio as the transmission medium. The primary impairments to such a system are frequency-selectiveandshadowfading.Our
analysis shows that wide bandwidth service can be readily
provided through the combined use of resource sharing
and diversity. Overall, the outage probability can be reduced to arbitrarily small values. The queueing delay with
the modified polling media-access scheme was shown to
be small for system loadings less than 75percent and does
not significantly increase wit,h resource sharing. As an ex4Note that the maximum rms delay spread is much smaller than the bit
period because of the low outage probability and
BER specifications for
BPSK withseverebandlimiting
(for a 10 Mbit/s signal in a 10 MHz
bandwidth). Relaxing these specifications will result in much larger maximum rms delay spread. For the QPSK system with diversity described in
this section, the maximum rms delay spread is not as strongly affected by
these specifications.
5Alternatively, these results show that for given rms delay spread in a
building,themaximumdatarateis
580/~, (in ns) Mbits/s. Thus, as
examples, for the building in 1121 where the measured T~ was 30 ns and
the building in [I41 where it was 250 ns, the maximum data rate is 19 and
2.3 Mbits/s, respectively.
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ample, a wireless network was considered with a 10
Mbit/s data rate in a 10 MHz bandwidth channel. Such a
network could operate with less than a lop4outage probBER (with fourantennasat the base staability at a
tion) in buildings with an rms delay spread less than 58
ns (most buildings), while maintaining very low queueing
delay.
GLOSSARY

R1
R2
Pout1
Pout
P
70

M

Higher transmission rate with resource sharing.
Lower transmission rate with resource sharing.
Outage probability at higher transmission rate.
Outage probability atlower transmission rate.
System
loading.
rms delay spread.
Number of antennas atbasestation.
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